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From the Editor
School days are with us again. The individual slate on
which to "do" one's lesson is no longer a part of school
life—it is now considerably more complicated. But the slate
motif for our cover symbolizes that learning continues and
if its choice reveals a nostalgia for former and more simple
days may we be forgiven.
One of the gratifying characteristics of the "youth
revival" today is the interest in Bible study. If there will be
permanence in this religious movement and if it will
maintain its Christian character there must accompany the
emphasis on experience a knowledge of the Bible.
In the lead article, Needed: Strong Beliefs, Katie Funk
Wiebe, a Mennonite Brethren writer, reminds us that this
biblical knowledge is essential for adults and that biblical
knowledge must be converted to beliefs and convictions.
Adults must grow beyond the Sunday school stories and
vacation Bible school lessons.
One of the problems of a small private liberal arts college
is its own identity and purpose. Why should it exist? What
is its role in relation to large public universities? Messiah
College has been looking at itself and its mission as a
Christian College and has been asking, "What and Why?"
In this issue an initial installment of a statement on
Messiah College: What and Why is presented. This presenta-
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tion can serve a two-fold purpose. It should inform the
readership of the nature and direction of the College. It can
also provide an opportunity for response by the readers—
those who are interested in the College's future. Hopefully
both will happen.
Suppose that Jesus, before leaving Sychar, had brought
the woman He had met at the well to you. And suppose He
had said, "Take her to your group of believers and treat her
as a sister in the faith." Would your congregation have
received her? Would there have been more problems than if
it had been Zacchaeus whom you brought along?
There are a lot of women (and men) at the well these
days! What we do with them is the concern of the article on
page 6.
Benjamin Marandi should have become a well-known
name among Brethren in Christ by now. The Heavenly
Feast is an interesting and revealing account of an incident
in his life.
The Home Page in this issue has taken on a little
different nature. Instead of dealing with the home and
family as we know it we are dealing with "homes" as they
are known to the older and retired. Also "homes" as known
to the younger who are the innocent victims of our society.
Both of these areas are a concern of the church.
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Editorial

John M. Drescher in Gospel Herald

Can an Atheist Preach It?
Much of what is preached today in Christendom could as
well be said by a well-meaning, moral atheist or a purely
secular humanitarian. Many sermons have only a small part,
usually the last part of the last point, which could be called
a nod toward God. The rest is a lot of human logic,
do-goodism, rapid patriotism, or nice words about those
who do kind things and wise words or suggestions to those
who are naughty. Too many times there is little regarding
man's need to be saved out of his sin, forgiveness through
Jesus Christ, and a life cleaned up by the convicting and
cleansing power of the Word and Spirit.
What is lacking today is a word from the Lord. And
when that word is missing people go after the wind. I
suppose I have less and less confidence in textual and
topical sermons. The old quip that "most preachers take a
text and preach from it—sometimes real far" has too much
truth in it. And people die from lack of knowledge of what
the Scripture has to say. One of the greatest needs of today
for all and not only preachers, is a fresh, open, and honest
search of God's will in His Word. When this is not done
continually, church history clearly points out that man
either adds to the gospel through all kinds of man-made
laws which is legalism or he broadens the gospel in a
libertinism which waters down the message making it
ineffective and man-centered rather than God-centered.
One of the best things which could happen in any
congregation is for the pastor to preach through book after
book of the Bible. As food is for the body so is the
Scripture for the spiritual life. Not only will the pastor be
nourished in such study but his people will prosper
spiritually.
I recall one church which had a pastor who thought he
could build his congregation through one kind or another
special attraction. Each Sunday evening some sparkling
speaker was brought in. But all the time the services were
crowded Sunday evening the membership dwindled.
After a time another pastor was called. He began by a
simple yet clear expository preaching of Scripture. He
based his messages not on text or topic but on passages,
preaching through books of the Bible. From time to time
he of course invited in others to speak who could draw
water out of the wells of Scripture. Though far less
spectacular, the congregation began to add members to its
roll and the congregation became a working body in the
cause of Christ.
Prince of expositors G. Campbell Morgan passed through
"the dark night of the soul in mental anguish and spiritual
September 10, 1971
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gloom." "In my despair," he wrote, "I took all my books,
locked them in a cupboard, and left them there for seven
years. I Dought a new Bible, and began to read with an open
mind and determined will. That Bible found me. Since that
time I have lived for one end—to preach the teachings of
the Book that found me."
Certain things will always be true. One is that the church
is charged to proclaim the Word of God. And finally this
can only be done by a regular, systematic, expository study
of the Scripture. And thank God there has always been and
there is today a deep hunger for the living Word.
Further, God has promised to bless His Word. His Word
will not return void while so many times all of us can
testify how our own logic remained only cold logic and
men went on sinning. The only way God can do His
regenerating work is to use the Word of God to bring
conviction and conversion. The only way people are
sanctified or separated from their sin is as Jesus prayed
"Sanctify them through thy truth, thy word is truth." That
is, as the Word is preached, sin is revealed and when persons
respond there is cleansing through the blood of Christ and
the power of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit used the
Scripture to lead persons to Christ, to renew the things of
God, to wash from sin, and to change into the likeness of
Jesus Christ.
In addition, the preacher who preaches expository
messages will find it one of the best ways to unite his
people. It keeps the preacher from taking off on side issues
*)r getting into ruts. It might be said that wherever growing
factions or splits develop in any congregation, one of the
foremost contributing factors is a poor spiritual diet. And
the only way to build spiritual strength and stability is a
serious study of the Scripture book by book.
This means that the church must be always seeking to do
a better job of confronting people with the message of the
Scripture. The greatest periods of the church have been
those times when the ministers of the church most
faithfully fulfilled their charge of preaching not the word of
men but the Word of God. And very simply, it might be
said, that this is done by the reverent reading of the
Scripture and interpreting that Word to the people under
the anointing of the Holy Spirit. Members of the church
begin leaving their Bibles at home only after the preacher
has left the Bible out of his preaching. And the way to
build a church which loves Christ and His Word is to preach
Christ and His Word.
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ways, sometimes quite pleasant ones.
Numerous hymnody scholars have
brought to the church's attention that
in the period when gospel singing was
most popular, the church had numbers
of hymn writers who were excellent
poets but poor theologians. Yet their
songs have been sung for decades, influencing Christians in their concept of
God because the words were so
pleasant.
Dr. Elizabeth Achtemeier stresses in
The Feminine Crisis in Christian Faith
that weak theology accounts for the
willingness of many Christians to accept
without second thought anything with a
religious label whether this is the

Strong Beliefs

One of the criticisms hurled against
the church in recent times has been that
it has ceased to be the setting where a
serious seeker can ask questions freely
without being judged or rejected. Such
an accusation places the burden of
blame on leaders and teachers for having
allowed what was intended to be a
two-way communication system to degenerate into a one-way.
I think there is another reason why
searching questions about God and the
church are not being asked in the
church. Could it be that the persons
sitting around the preacher and teacher
don't know what to ask?
In my experience in teaching Bible
classes I have at times come up against
individuals who, when broached with a
problem which requires more than a
stock Sunday school answer, reply in
effect, as they clutch their lesson
quarterly closer, "Please spare us the
agony of thinking. Let's leave that to
the preacher. He was trained for that.
We aren't, and we really don't need to
know all these things."
Yet we do. Very much.
We need to think at a deeper level to
be able to ask the questions and also to
answer them.
I agree with Richard Sommerfield in
The Church of the 21st Century that
one of the great needs of the church is a
laity which is theologically literate. Laymen who are clear about what they
believe, instead of waiting for critics to
ask the questions, will be able to bring
them up first. Such a laity will be a
church on the offensive, instead of
4

Katie Funk Wiebe

being afraid of being pushed into an
intellectual corner.
Sommerfield suggests "formal theological training" for all laymen—a term
terrifying to the uninitiated, for they
sense it means thinking on a deeper level
than TV's Guiding Light or Secret
Storm. Yet such people need to be
encouraged, for without strong doctrinal beliefs, it is possible for error to
creep into the church.
C. W. Franke explains in Defrost
Your Frozen Assets that in the history
of the church, religious people have
opposed good and defended evil by
expounding folklore and promoting
current social mores in the name of the
Bible.
In an earlier period slavery was upheld by some Christians; in more recent
times I have heard churchgoers echo
that position, setting forth that Negroes
do not merit equal status with whites
because God made them inferior.
Chapter and verse are readily available.
The Arabs come in for similar treatment
at the hand of the proof-texters.
Polygamy, witchcraft, and even war and
violence can all be defended on the basis
of Scripture.
Inadequate theology is reinforced in
the thinking of Christians in various

promise of a politician, a book, or a
movie. Men as well as women, she says,
are unable to distinguish between what
is Christian and what is non-Christian in
our society because they have no basis
for judging.
They are unable to outline the
theological position of their pastor. Instead of being concerned about his
beliefs about God, about man, and the
nature of the world and history, they
judge him by superficials—his mannerisms, his regularity in calling, his appearance of sincerity, the ease with
which he gets along with young people.
The believer who is weak doctrinally
may soon find his religion a source of
frustration in our complicated society as
life and what he thought he believed
don't seem to agree. Such people may
continue to attend services, but inwardly slip away from Christ and His
calling. The more determined person
holds on and, in desperation, may turn
to emotional experiences to satisfy him
that his religion is effective. Feelings are
substituted for facts-"What I feel" for
"What I know."
The church in past years had a strong
program of Bible teaching through Bible
schools, short and long-term, and Bible
conferences and midweek Bible study.
Some of these have given way to the
pressure of the times. I believe that if
the church is to survive as a spiritually
strong body, it will have to rediscover
the means of providing its members
with "formal theological training."
Vacation Bible school at ages six to
twelve is not sufficient.
Evangelical Visitor

ESSIAH COLLEGE:
What and Why'

During the summer of 1968, a faculty-student study committee spent
two weeks examining the basis for, and writing a description of, the
ethos standards of Messiah College. The statements then produced have
been circulated and discussed more widely than has the statement which
was written one year earlier. That statement, "A Philosophy of Higher
Education for Messiah College," was fundamental for the 1968 study.
Since then it has been endorsed by the College faculty and the Board of
Trustees and Associates. Its appearance here and in later issues should
provide a clearer understanding of the nature and purpose of Messiah
College at a time when the essential significance of such institutions is
being more critically examined.
Parti
Our purpose here is to outline the
philosophy of education at Messiah College, an institution engaged in higher
education through a program of liberal
arts, preprofessional and professional
studies within the context of Christian
theology.
We assume that the basic purpose of
the College is to serve the needs of
students. As a part of this study, then,
these needs must be identified. We also
assume that these needs can be identified only on the basis of certain
philosophical presuppositions. We need,
therefore, to give priority to stating
these presuppositions. They are the
assumptions upon which the educational experience is, or should be, based
and which describe, ideally, the nature
of the institution we know as Messiah
College.
We will look first for the meaning of
Christian higher education as we examine the implied duality in the College as
(1) a Christian college and (2) a Christian college. We shall then examine
these separate aspects in interaction,
and thus come to a delineation of the
nature of a college operating within the
perspective of Christian faith.
A Working Definition
of Education
Education is the process by which
the individual's subjective experience
and overt behavior are modified by his
interaction with his environment. From
the standpoint of the educator, educaSeptember 10, 1971

tion (planned or consciously-intended)
is the process by which the more mature
members of a community share with the
less mature what they are and what they
understand about the meaning of life. It
is more than the mere transmitting of
cultural heritage or the assisting of a
learner's development. It is the deliberate bringing about of changes in other
persons in a general direction which is
thought to be desirable by those who
teach.* From the learner's point of
view, education is that organized experience which he seeks or accepts with
the expectation that desirable changes
will be realized in his capacities for
living.
The school represents the most highly organized form of planned education.
Society has instituted schools as a
means of presenting knowledge to the
learner in an orderly sequence and at
appropriate states in his maturation. We
are here concerned with that phase of
planned education which follows high
school and which is commonly called
"higher education." More particularly,
we are concerned with higher education
as it is offered within the orientation of
Christian theology.
The Christian World View
At Messiah College the insights of the
Christian world view provide the context for understanding the learning
experience. This view is derived from
the Scriptures, which are accepted as
*As defined by Dr. Paul M. Miller, Goshen
College Biblical Seminary, Goshen, Indiana.

the authoritative basis for Christian
belief and practice. The following concepts of the Christian world view are of
special importance for a philosophy of
education.
The Nature of Truth
We believe that truth originates in
God and is revealed by Jesus Christ, the
Creator, Redeemer, and Sustainer of the
universe. He who is "the way, the truth,
and the life" is in the process of
constant self-disclosure of the nature of
God. This disclosure is made in response
to man's investigation in the natural
world (general revelation) and to his
acceptance of Scriptural truth in the
spiritual world (special revelation).
Through intellectual inquiry, man
discerns aspects of truth in the world of
nature. By a study of natural and social
phenomena, he is able to establish
meaningful relationships with nature
and with his fellow man..He is able to
identify, analyze, and classify those
elements and laws through which God is
revealing Himself.
God communicates truth also by
special revelation, which transcends the
world of nature. By this means God has
broken into history by supernatural
means to reveal Himself to man. His
supreme revelation came through the
Incarnation, by which God entered into
human existence in the person of Jesus
Christ. The Holy Spirit is the minister of
truth to those who through faith accept
the validity of special revelation.
Through special revelation, God has
unveiled the meaning and destiny of
existence. In order to arrive at a unified
concept of truth, man needs to accept
both modes of truth and to discover the
harmony which exists between them.
The possible acceptance or rejection
of supernaturally revealed truth suggests
man's capacity for choice and leads us
to consider the Christian concept of
man.
The Nature of Man
Although created by God and in the
image of God, man exercised his inherent capacity to choose by rebelling
against God. As a result of the Fall, man
is alienated from God, his fellows, and
from himself. As unredeemed man, his
world view is egocentric. Typically, he
measures himself by his possessions,
prestige, and power. Mistakenly, he sees
these factors as ends rather than as
means to the higher purpose for which
he was created—to glorify his Creator.
As unregenerate man he is guilty of
having chosen to exalt himself into the
place of God and is subject to the
consequence of sin—the judgment of
God. He is not incapable of altruistic
concerns, such as personal idealism or
interest in social betterment. But his
to page eleven

What Will We Do with
the Woman at the Well?
William J. Johnston
The woman at the well, as described
in the fourth chapter of John, is really a
timeless figure. She represents those in
our world who are alienated from others
because of racial differences, class
distinctions, and religious bigotries. She
represents those who are caught in the
marital and moral muddles of life. She
represents those who are concerned
with satisfying their physical needs,
while starving the soul.
What Will We Do?
Will we witness to such a person?
Jesus went out of His way to get next to
this woman and to show her the need of
salvation. To His shocked disciples, He
pointed out that she and her people
typified a field ready for spiritual
harvesting. Are we not shocked by the
mission field surrounding us today, one
which we often try to avoid? Will we
witness to the bearded youth, the miniskirted teen, the woman with numerous
illegitimate children by
different
fathers, the racially embittered, or the
endless crowd entangled in grave problems relating to marriage, sex, drug
addiction, and alcohol? Do we recognize
these as souls in search of satisfaction,
to whom we should offer the Water of
Life?
Will we win such a person? Jesus was
convinced that the truth which He
offered, was able to bridge the physical,

"HERE"

Needs Missionaries

Noriko Matsuura
Have you ever thought of black and
white racial problems? What do you
think about black people? If I ask
people this, I will have many different
answers.
I have been living "here" in a "ghetto
area" where many blacks live in New
Miss Matsuura recently returned to her home
in Japan after an M.C.C. Trainee assignment
at the Brooklyn V.S. Unit. She is a member of
the Omotonmachi
Brethren in Christ Church
in Yamaguchi.

moral, and spiritual gaps which separate
us from one another. While He did not
condone this woman's sin, His main
objective was to assure her that as the
Saviour, He could satisfy the neediest
heart and He took great pains to get this
message across. There is more to outreach and personal evangelism than
confronting others with their sin,
quoting a few verses of scripture, and
feeling relieved of our responsibility.
Cold, calculating Christianity will not
move the person who has been confused
and marred by sin. To win such to the
side of Christ will take love—love which
identifies with the sinner in his need and
seeks to bridge the gap from where he
is, to where he can find a new start in
Christ. It will take perseveranceconsistent prayer and concern—the
indomitable spirit which refuses to give
up until he has rescued the "brand from
the burning."
Will we welcome such a person?
Jesus showed himself friendly to the
woman and proved it by His willingness
to drink from the bucket of a
Samaritan, a departure from the established, social code. He not only offered
her salvation, but fellowship, and
although she was reluctant to respond,
she gradually accepted His genuine
spirit. It was soon after, that she left her
waterpot at the well and hastily made
York City. I served as a member of the
mission voluntary service unit. Our
work is community service.
America is a vast, beautiful, and rich
country. But if people see only this,
they never find out what the rest of
America is like. But "here" is also
America. I think all kinds of problems
are here: for example, there is poverty,
domestic troubles, drugs, crimes, and so
forth.
I think this place, indeed, needs
missionaries who try to understand
people and who will serve God and
them like a servant, as Jesus did.
You, American Christians, sent many
missionaries to foreign countries. As a
Japanese, I appreciate this. Your

her way to the city to report the good
news to her people. What about this
woman in a modern setting, a converted
adulteress, one who has repeatedly
violated the sacredness of the marriage
relationship? Will we welcome her and
the multitudes, who like her have been
wracked and ravaged by sin to the
extent that their past wrongs' cannot
always be righted or remedied to fit the
ideals of the church? Can we consider
such converts less than children of God?
Do they not have a contribution to
make through the church in their witness to a world which they frequently
understand much better than many of
us? If God has promised to forgive and
forget their iniquities, will we, for the
rest of their lives, hold the past over
their heads by the offer of limited
fellowship only?
We live in a day when the world has
accepted the "sins of Sodom" and the
image of the woman at the well is being
perpetually reproduced in our society.
As evangelical Christians, we do not
subscribe to this, and therefore would
prefer to shy away from the issues
involved, but the haunting question
remains, a question which we can no
longer evade—what will we do with the
woman at the well?
Reprinted from The Wesleyan Advocate.
by permission.
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missionaries must have had many difficulties there. Sometimes they got discouraged and frustrated, in addition to
receiving joy from being a servant of the
Lord. It is true that Americans need to
send missionaries to foreign countries,
but I see much need at home, especially
in the area where I have been serving.
Being a missionary in a foreign
country is very difficult, but I believe
that serving the Lord in the ghetto
community at home is just as difficult,
if not more so. I thank God that I had
an opportunity to come to America. It
wasn't easy for me to live "here" in
Brooklyn sometimes, but I can say that
it was good for me to live and to work
"here" rather than in an easy place.
Evangelical Visitor

Church News
The Church on the Hill

In a wooded setting high on a hill
stands the new Cincinnati Church-the
Western Hills Brethren in Christ Church.
This new facility is the development
of an earlier work at the Sidney Avenue
location where a ministry was provided
for members of the Brethren in Christ
Churches of Adair County who were
moving to Cincinnati in the late 1940's
and 1950's.

Pastor at Canoe Creek

The Dedication Service was held on
June 20, 1971 with Bishop J. N. Hostetter in charge. He was assisted by Rev.
Louis Cober, pastor of the Highland
congregation and Secretary of the
Central Conference; Rev. Elam Dohner,
pastor of the Phoneton Church and long
associated with the Kentucky and
Cincinnati work; and Rev. Carl J. Ulery,

former bishop of the Central Conference and under whose tenure of office
the site was chosen.
Rev. J. Andrew Stoner is the pastor
of the congregation. Everett Nissly
served as chairman of the building
committee. Other local members of the
committee
were:
Loren
McGaha,
Feyline McGaha, James Murphy, DeWitt
Engle, and the pastor.
The contractor was W. O. Corbin, a
member of the Beulah Chapel congregation, Columbia, Kentucky.

Douglas Sider
Ordained
Brubakers to Choma

On July 25, 1971, Steven R.
Mcllveen was installed as pastor of the
Canoe Creek Church. Bishop Henry
Ginder had charge of the installation
service. Mrs. Mcllveen is the former
Anita Marie Stenger of Chambersburg,
Pa.
Pastor Mcllveen has attended the
Salem Bible College and along with his
wife the Transylvania Bible College.
This is their first pastorate.
In the evening an informal tea was
held in the basement of the church to
acquaint the pastor with the congregation.
September 10, 1971

At a service held August 8 in the
Welland Church which he had been
serving as pastor, Douglas Sider was
ordained to the ministry.
The bishop of the Canadian Conference, Rev. Roy Sider, was in charge of
the service of ordination assisted by
Rev. Robert Rolston, pastor of the
Sherkston congregation; Rev. James
Sider, pastor of the Oak Ridges Church;
Rev. Ross Nigh, pastor of the Niagara
Falls congregation; and Raymond Sider.
Rev. Douglas Sider is a graduate of
Niagara
Christian
College
and
Emmanuel Bible College.
He was married on December 19,
1970 to Charlotte Winger.

A consecration service was held at
Shenk's Church on July 18 for Levi and
Sandra Brubaker prior to their leaving
for assignment in Zambia. Rev. Earl
Musser, Director of Missions, gave the
consecration message.
The Brubakers, with the two children, Victor and Timothy, left late in
July for Choma, Zambia, where Brother
Brubaker will be serving in the Choma
Bookroom.

The Heavenly Feast
Erma Sider

of
pastor
0\ Pastof

among

A portion of the three hundred and fifty
Uraons and Santals who gathered at the
"Heavenly Feast" to honor Benjamin.

w e

"Sahib-ji! I believe this is the year
the Lord is going to take me home to be
with Him." With those words, eighty
year old Benjamin, Santal pastor for
many years, began his description of his
funeral plans. This, he was certain,
would take place sometime in 1970. His
main desire was that there must be no
mourning, but instead the Christians
should rejoice that he has gone to be
with his Father. Then he began to set
aside a large portion of rice for a feast
to be held after his funeral. He also had
his grave dug and cemented, only to be

filled in later by monsoon floods. (Now,
with the top completed, monsoons can
no longer fill it.)
Knowing how important and amazingly accurate dreams and visions are to
the tribals, we fully expected that this
feeling of Benjamin's would come true.
But 1970 closed with this saintly leader
of the Santal church very much alive!
Undaunted, he decided to arrange a
pre-funejal swargiya bhoj (heavenly
feast). He invited all of his friends, and
three hundred and fifty Santals and
Uraons gathered to help celebrate this
most unusual occasion.
The surprise feature was the giving of
gifts to this man beloved by the entire
church. Shirt and dhoti (loose pants)

materials, eggs, a chicken and many,
many rupees were lovingly presented in
appreciation of about twenty-five years
of self-giving service to the church.
Now, in 1971, God is continuing to
use this aged saint as he reaches out into
new and far-flung villages, preaching and
teaching in his inimitable style. Within
the last few months he has been searching for unevangelized villages and has
found many villages both east and west
of Raniganj (which is north of our
present area). He has found a place
where he can put up a little thatch
house, and plans to move up there
about October. Maybe the Lord will let
him help to open up a new area even
after his three score years and ten.

". . . but prayer was made without ceasing of the
church unto God for him " (Acts 12:5J

|f II

According to his own estimate, Benjamin
Marandi is 8 0 years old. Accurate ages are
seldom known in his area. He is standing with
his daughter Dina (who is active in Bible
teaching) behind a table with the gifts given
him.

8

INDIA UPDATE
ie July 10 Visitor carried the story about Ram, an Indian believer who
had been beaten into unconsciousness during severe personal persecution. Since
then, Harvey Sider writes:
"After continuous persecution, Ram is wavering in his faith, and at this
point is not ready to be baptized. According to the local pastor, he may follow
through later on, but persecution has been too much for him at the present.
What will be the eventual outcome we don't really know. If prayer could be
made in his behalf by the entire church, I believe his weakened will would be
changed and he would go through with what he has started. I thought you
should have this side light, especially in light of the fact that the story was in
the E. V.
In working here, we find those who simply can't seem to endure the
persecution, then there are those who stand up for a year or two, and thank
God, there are those who come through more than conquerors—and become
real soul winners in turn. While in a sense we don't like persecution to happen
to anyone, the church here realizes its value, and you seldom hear people pray
that the Lord may stop the persecution—they do pray for the persecuted to
have strength to endure."
Evangelical Visitor

NOTHING
HAPPENED
Hindus converging on the banks of the "purifying" Ganges.

Rudy Rabe
Principal, Allahabad Bible Seminary

With glowing terms Allahabad's local
daily, The Northern Patrika, described
the Hindu bathing day:

A vibrant and unique atmosphere radiated
by the glory and greatness of the eternal
Sangam which was reflected in the vast
congregations of pilgrims on this side of
the Ganga . . . a rare sight for the mortal
beings to see.
Undaunted by the rigors of the
weather, quite a large number of pilgrims
came to the Sangam as early as 3 a.m. for
an early morning dip. The bathing continued till late in the evening, looking as if
there was no end to the stream of bathers.
According to Mela authorities, 60 to 70
lakhs of people bathed at the Sangam till
evening on Tuesday. Luckily, however,
nothing untoward happened.

Luckily, however, nothing untoward
happened. That is saying quite a bit.
Consider: 60 lakhs of people means six
million—Allahabad's normal population
inflated ten times in a single day by
Hindu pilgrims surging to the banks of
the Ganges for their purifying bath.
Long-planned and well-executed preparations did mean an orderly flow of the
thronging human traffic. There were no
stampedes, no drownings, no agitated
groups of sadhus clearing a path to the
river by swinging their bamboo walking
sticks, and no procession elephants—
which, frightened and confused, in some
former tragic times have trampled unfortunate pilgrims into the sand. Nothing happened, and all the officials
breathed easier when the crowds
thinned out.
.•
This "nothing happened" description
in another deep sense underlines the
whole frustrating experience of the
fervent Hindu millions. The muddy
waters washed no sins away; offerings of
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milk, flowers, and coins brought no new
revelation of God; no burdens of guilty
conscience were lifted and no unfulfilled heart longings realized. The long
journey to Allahabad that had held,
many thought, bright promise of salvation was again disappointing. For recognized or not, there is only one/ountain
Rev. and Mrs. William Hoke, Pleasant
Hill, Ohio, leave for India in October,
filling a staff position at the Allahabad Bible Seminary. They have had
previous experience in India from
1945 to 1963. Since 1965 Brother
Hoke has been a member of the
Board for Missions.
opened for sin and uncleanness-"What
can wash away my sin? Nothing but the
blood of Jesus."
While further progress into darkness
was the only real thing that happened
for the majority of the six million, a few
had a brush with the Christian witness
that has a potential of genuinely fulfilling the ache of the heart that has caused
multitudes to gather at Allahabad from
time immemorial. As we've said before,
that brush with "life" is so brief, so
transitory—just a tract or a gospel
portion extended from the hand of a
Christian. Some take, glance, and im-

mediately cast it aside where it is quickly ground into the dust by trampling
feet. Others take time to read or ask
questions that indicate light is making
initial penetration. Occasionally a seeker
finds his way to the seminary to ask
further questions. And for a few weeks
after the crowds have dispersed, letters
come from various places requesting
more information or literature.
And that's the way it is; not a whole
lot happens. And yet before another
Mela season comes around a good
number of this year's crowd will have
passed on and lost forever their
opportunity
to find salvation in
Allahabad. We always have a haunting
thought that some of those brushing
past us on the way to the river are the
ones who would really believe if they
could only know that Christ is available.
But we fail to make the contact-there
are just too many people. What will
happen in the hearts of those who were
contacted? It's hard to say, but perhaps
your prayers would determine a positive
response.
—reprinted from
The Missionary Standard

Below: Boarding the train bound for Allahabad. Many are often killed during the
journey where they are swept off the roofs of
railway coaches by unnoticed over-the-track
obstructions.

LEFT (top to bottom)^-An "altar" on a "high
place" under a "grove."
The second year Bible class with Dina
Marandi teaching.
The first year Santali reading class.
One first year and three second year Uraon
girls reading Hindi.
B E L O W - T h e 1971 Homemakers' School (32
girls) and staff, plus several teachers' children.

ELIJAH
and the Homemakers
Place: Banmankhi Mission School, India
Time: 1971 Homemakers'School
Class: Bible Survey—third year class
Lesson: Elijah and Ahab
Students: 12 tribal teen age and older
girls; first and second generation
Christians.
Silently the class read, in Santali or
Hindi, I Kings 18:1740. The story was
related by one student, others filling in
what she had forgotten. Important
details were pinpointed by questions in
Hindi from the teacher. Then, "tomorrow Salomi will teach the lesson of
Elijah on Mt. Carmel (in Teaching
Methods class). You will build an altar
somewhere outside and we will go there
for the lesson." A bit of discussion
about the making of the altar followed.
The next day when we came to the
class in Teaching Methods I asked,
"Where is the altar?" They led me to it,
in a most logical spot but not where I
would have thought. It was on a "high
place" under a tree (the "grove"). The
altar was built from pieces of brick
(there are no stones in the area unless
they are hauled in) and neatly plastered
with mud. A bucket of water was
brought and bits of sticks laid on the

Kit
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altar. Another piece of brick represented the sacrifice. The lesson began.
At the appropriate time the water was
poured on, a cup used for the "barrel."
Their faith did not question that God
did as is written.
That evening when walking about the
compound I went by that tree. I looked
for the altar. It was gone; not a trace of
it was left. Why was their handiwork
destroyed so quickly? It caused me to
think. That altar reminded them of
more than that Old Testament lesson.
Perhaps the actual form of an altar was
not so necessary for them as for people
in America? Some (probably most) of
these girls had seen the offering of
sacrifices. The brothers of one girl in the
group, and probably relatives of others,
still offer animal sacrifices. It was a
symbol of what they had come from; a
reminder of an old way of life which
was not pleasant to remember. The
important lesson for them was the
power of God in the most difficult
circumstances.
Perhaps I was unwise in asking them
to do something that was repulsive to
them? I did not ask, but emphasized
God's power. In this and other ways
they did get the idea of using simple,
everyday objects and materials to teach
and demonstrate Bible lessons and
truth.

XX
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Messiah College: What and Why?
f r o m page five

narrow perspective and distorted world
view are serious limitations for his
understanding of his potentials and
problems and thus of his capacity to
diagnose or to remedy his personal and
social ills.
Through faith in the redemptive
work of Christ, man is enabled to find
reconciliation with God, true community with his fellows, and enlightened understanding of himself. In
Christ he is granted forgiveness for, and
deliverance from, his sin. In the person
and life of Christ, he also has exemplified the dimensions of humanity for
which he was created. His response to
the grace of God and his acceptance of
responsibility to God make of him "a
new creature," a redeemed disciple. This
knowledge comes to him only through
faith in supernaturally revealed truth
and is neither available for scientific
analysis nor subject to empirical proof.
Man's Relation to Truth
Against the background of this
description of the nature of truth and of
the nature of man, we need to consider
the relation of man and truth in the
setting of the learning experience. We
need to know how supernaturally and
naturally revealed truth relates to man,

Messiah News
Messiah College Joins
Consortium of 10 Colleges
Messiah College and nine other evangelical colleges across the country have
formed a cooperative enterprise to provide maximum educational advantages
for participating colleges and their students. The objectives are to increase the
options for academic pursuit within
Christian context, to promote research
among Christian scholars, and to
strengthen the voice of evangelical colleges in speaking to national issues in
higher education.
The consortium calls for each college
to share in areas of special strengths.
Interchange of faculty and students,
sponsoring of travel lectureships, and
joint plans for insurance coverage are
some of the possibilities to be explored.
Dr. David L. McKenna, president of
Seattle Pacific College and chairman of
the group, emphasizes that the plan
does not include institutional merger.
The purpose is rather to enhance the
educational experience by drawing from
the particular competencies of the several colleges engaged in the cooperative
effort.
In addition to Messiah College the
consortium includes Seattle Pacific,
Bethel (St. Paul, Minn.), Taylor UniverSeptember 10, 1971

unredeemed and redeemed, as he applies
himself to the search for knowledge.
Although sin has distorted his vision,
depraved his emotions, and misdirected
his energies, unredeemed man as scholar
has the capacity for rational investigation. The image of God in him is
defaced, but not destroyed. His cultural
achievements are a demonstration of his
God-like capacity to analyze, to
imagine, and to create. Even though he
fails to recognize God, he is a means to
the disclosure of God. Although he is
dominated by the narrow purposes of
an unregenerated nature, and although
he ignores the beneficent God under
whose mercy he lives, he is no less a
participant in tracing the hand of God
in natural revelation. His failure or
refusal to recognize God in no way
affects God's transcendance of, and
immanence in, the subject of his study.
Through the New Birth,, man is
spiritually renewed and is ushered into
the broader world of spiritual truth as
an additional source of knowledge.
Through faith and by transformation
through divine grace, the scholar is
restored to an awareness of his true
relationship to natural and supernatural
phenomena. He is motivated by a reverent curiosity as he examines a universe

contingent upon a Creator. Thereafter,
his quest is no longer for self-serving
power, but for answers to questions
arising from the mysteries of a
divinely-ordained universe. As a converted scholar working in his discipline,
he continues to use the same
methodology
as his non-Christian
colleagues. But he now sees truth with
an added dimension, an orientation with
the divine purpose for man and the
world.
It follows, then, that in the learning
situation education can take place without the acceptance of supernaturally
revealed truth. Both learner and teacher
may achieve understandings of their
relationship to nature and to society
apart from an acknowledgement of
God. But their rejection of spiritual
truth imposes a circumscription which
constitutes an essential modification of
the meaning of education. The consequence can be seen particularly in their
incapacity to reconcile means with ends,
possibilities with purposes. With their
acceptance of supernatural truth, the
whole range of knowledge is given a
dynamic, a point of origin, and a means
of sustenance—an absolute which lends
meaning and unity to an otherwise
broken and inscrutable world.

sity, Wheaton College, Eastern Mennonite College, Gordon College, Greenville College, Malone College and Westmont College.

Persons having information to share
will note the respective roles of Dr.
Sider and Rev. Dick. It will also be
helpful in avoiding delay and confusion
if distinction is made between their
responsibilities and those of the denomin a t i o n a l archivist. Any m a t e r i a l s
pertinent to the histories of Upland
College or Messiah College should be
sent to Dr. Sider or to Rev. Dick
respectively. Items relating to the
history of the Brethren in Christ Church
should be sent to the church archivist,
Dr. C. O. Wittlinger. Although the
college and denominational archives are
located on the Messiah College campus,
they are separately administered.

Historical Interests are Pursued
The need for an historical record of
both denominational and college life is
being met by previously established
offices and by more recent assignment.
Dr. E. Morris Sider, Professor of
History and English Literature at
Messiah College, has begun research in
preparation for the writing of a history
of Upland College. Dr. Sider will welcome historical data which anyone may
wish to share with him. Particularly
valuable are such documents as serve to
trace the founding and development of
the College.
In addition to his having professional
preparation as an historian, Dr. Sider
undertakes the assignment as an
alumnus of Upland College, having been
graduated in 1952.
Dr. Sider spent a week in Upland,
California in August to begin work on
the project. Correspondence may be
sent to him at Grantham, Pennsylvania.
In another assignment, Rev. A. D. M.
Dick continues to serve as archivist and
museum curator for Messiah College.
His particular interest is the collecting
and organizing of data relating to the
history of Messiah College.

Pastor Installed at Grantham
On Sunday evening, September 5,
Dr. Robert Ives was installed as pastor
of the Grantham Church. Bishop Henry
A. Ginder officiated, and Rev. Paul
Hostetler, the associate pastor, welcomed the pastor and his family. Dr.
Ives had spoken his first sermon in the
morning service.
A reception for the Iveses followed
in the Alumni Auditorium. The evening
concluded with a sing-along, which had
been scheduled especially for the
Messiah College freshmen as a part of
their program on their first Sunday of
the new school year.
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Study of Aging

Home
Life at Messiah Home
Jesse N. Lehman

Waking up this morning a great while
before day, I did not go out to the
mountain to pray, as Jesus did. Instead,
I lay here thinking about our status, as
elderly folk, here in this lovely home,
with its beautiful surroundings, and
healthy Christian atmosphere.
Oh no! We're not all angels here.
Many of them are in heaven. But we are
a group of approximately one hundred
Christian retired folk, who are privileged
to enjoy the comforts of Messiah Home
in comparative ease.
We have breakfast at 7:00 a.m.,
dinner at 12:00 noon and supper at
5:00 p.m. All one can eat. Faithful
cooks, kitchen help and waitresses
prepare the good meals, set the tables,
serve the meals, then clear the tables,
wash the dishes and go through the
This manuscript had been in our file for
some time. It seemed appropriate to use
it in this setting and in this issue. Shortly after sending the manuscript to the
publisher for printing we received word
of the passing of Brother Lehman. He
died on August 25.

same routine three times a day. Besides
all this, the waitresses and faithful
nurses fix and serve trays to approximately 30 residents who cannot come
to the dining room.
In addition to the regular Sunday
morning and evening services, Pastor
Leroy Yoder conducts the midweek
prayer meeting, forty-five minute
intercessory prayer service every
Wednesday afternoon, and a half-hour
Bible study period every Tuesday afternoon. On Friday afternoons, a group of
volunteers have a half-hour hymn-sing
on a sunporch. There are also quiet
games, visitation in rooms, and chit-chat
up and down the halls, all of which help
to make the time pass pleasantly and
profitably.
Mrs. Lehman and I came here Oct. 2,
1969, a few days before my 79th
birthday anniversary, and have greatly
enjoyed the comforts and relaxation of
the Home, which is so ably administered
by Dr. and Mrs. Titus M. Books.
If you desire senior joy, comfort, and
satisfaction, come to Messiah Home
while you can walk in on your own two
feet.

James Lesher to Direct New Ministry
Pastor James Lesher of the Perkiomen Valley congregation, who has
doubled as social worker at the New
Life Boy's Ranch in Harleysville for the
past four years, has accepted the post of
Administrator-caseworker for the
Messiah Children's Home effective January 1, 1972. This new position has been
created in conjunction with recent
Board policy decisions to redirect the
thrust of the work toward the
emotionally handicapped child.
Historically, the Messiah Children's
Home has been a home for children
12

deprived of one or both parents whose
families were unable to adequately care
for them. With the passage of time and
changes in the social climate of our day,
the tendency has been to place normal
homeless children in private foster
homes. Today the problem children are
those whose emotional health has been
impaired to such a degree that they are
unable to fit into a private foster home
situation. It is to these children—and
they are many—who are in need of
loving Christian concern, and it is to
these that the Messiah Children's Home

Tilman R. Smith, Goshen, Indiana,
Director of Studies and Programs for
the Aging (Mennonite General Conference), sees the study program which
he directs as getting together essential
information needed for developing a
program of education and action for the
church. "It is planned that the studies
will result in programs which will help
the church to understand the processes
of aging and retirement and to enter
intelligently into planning for this
inevitable state, both individually and as
a church."
Smith, while as yet unable to outline
the eventual direction of the study
nevertheless anticipates that the following areas will be covered:
How to plan for retirement-this is a
process which should cover many years
before retirement becomes a reality.
Activities and services which retired or
partially retired persons may continue to
render to church and community.
Developing programs and workshops for
helping congregations and communities
understand the needs and resources of
aging persons and their responsibility for
meeting these needs.
Study of retirement homes-what should
such homes provide with reference to
facilities, programs, and activities.
(Approximately 5% of those over 65 live
in retirement homes).
Develop study materials and programs for
the constructive use of free time of retirees based on the development of a
statement of philosophy of work, leisure,
and retirement.
Discover and encourage persons who may
previous to a normal retirement age make
their special vocational gifts available to
the church and the community.
A focal point of orientation will be that
man, regardless of his chronological age or
his station in life, has intrinsic worth and
that he should be treated with respect and
dignity.
It will be assumed that the elderly have
the same rights as younger people in
relation to need for respect, individualization and self-determination. Accordingly, they should not be infantilized by
being planned for without regard to their
vastly varied needs and wishes either individually or collectively or without their
concerns solicited and taken into account.

now directs its program. Attention will
be paid to the particular emotional
needs of each child utilizing the services
of nearby professional facilities when
necessary. The spiritual welfare of each
child will continue to be of utmost
concern as it has been in the past.
It is the belief of the Board that the
Messiah Children's Home will serve the
present generation more effectively by
this new turn in the work. Your prayers
for the Home and for Brother Lesher as
he assumes his new responsibilities are
requested.
Evangelical Visitor

Last Spring our High School Department at the Upland Brethren in Christ
Church made a canoe trip down the
Colorado River. Our "events" sponsors,
L. G. and Carole Engle, along with an
experienced guide, Leonard Geortz,
took responsibility for organizing all the
details of the trip.
The estimated cost for 50 of us was
$1,250. This was larger than our budget
could handle so we had two walkathons
and a bake sale to get the needed
finances.
The bus ride to our launch site was
cold, crowded and bumpy, but the

abreast of the waves and began taking
on water and finally capsized. Within
seconds there were 50 oranges all over
the Colorado River with four soaking
wet kids trying to throw them back into
the canoe.
While this was happening, we were
trying to render assistance. Our boat
was pulled over to the bank and our
rescue squad went into action and after
pulling the boat to shore helped to
dump the water out of it. The remainder of the morning was spent
picking up oranges that had floated
down the river.

Our Canoe Retreat on the
fellowship was good. We had our first
rest stop at Bly the. The next part of the
drive was on quiet, deserted desert roads
to Parker, Arizona, where we were to
stay overnight.
That night we were to stay in an
oversized bungalow called the Cow
Palace—really an Indians' dance hall.
Through the ingenious efforts of Keith
Stump the tarp covering the luggage was
secured to sleep on. At this point Keith
received quite a few friends who wished
to sleep on the same tarp. Eight people
finally secured spaces on the best place
under the stars-The "Stump Hilton."
The next morning we met our guides
Mr. and Mrs. Goertz.
After a breakfast of fruit, sausage,
hot chocolate and french toast Chet
Heisey led our devotional period. God
seems so close when you're out-of-doors
and Chet was talking about this in his
remarks.
When breakfast was over everyone
was eager to get started down the river.
So after a few minutes of briefing in
safety precautions from our guide, we
were off.
The first day we were to cover 17
miles so the canoes started out
skimming the water at a sleek 5 mph. At
the beginning of the trip each canoe was
trying to outrace the others but after
several capsized, it was decided that
racing wasn't such a good idea.
About noon a sighting was taken by
the lead boat (which happened to be my
canoe). A canoe approaching rapidly
from the rear conned us into a race. We
were just getting started when our
opponents started to get into trouble.
The crew of the craft consisted of Ruth
Musser, Phil Smith, Lou Engle and
Warren Hoffman along with 50 Sunkist
oranges (for our lunch!). These unfortunate occupants suddenly became

John is a junior at Upland High. He is active
in the youth group of the Upland Church
including serving as producer and director of
the youths' dramatic production of this year:
Dickens' "Christmas
Carol."
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John Jordan
All the canoes met for lunch and
there was a 2 hour wait until a sandstorm died down. The rest of the
afternoon, for the most part, was uneventful. That evening we had roast
beef, baked potatoes, string beans,
tossed salad, punch, and topped off the
meal with apple pie. This was obviously
the best meal of all.
Pastor Elbert Smith led our evening
devotions around the fire.

When everyone finally went to bed
the "Stump Hilton" was moved to a
nearby valley 60 feet by 30 feet. This
was ideal for keeping the night winds
off. The next morning several girls
walked by and asked, "Did you sleep
down there?" and were promptly
answered with, "No, we're just hiding
from the Indians."
After breakfast for morning worship
L. G. (Engle) spoke to us on "The
Prodigal Son's Brother."
After about an hour it was time to
start down the river again. This day was
better than the first because the waves
were smaller and everyone was becoming more proficient in handling the
canoes. It was quite a nice day and
many kids got tans. Many hours were
spent on the river this morning and
some of the kids were a little disappointed in having to leave after lunch.
That evening the bus returned to the
church at 8:30. With God leading, our
trip was safe and we will remember the
lessons we learned and the experiences
we had for many years.

God's Word Keeps Spreading
Viola Larson
The campus of the University of
California at Berkeley, where I work, is
alive with students doing their thing.
Near Sather Gate classical music may be
pouring forth from one violin or from
several instruments. Yonder under a
wide-spreading tree, some country
music catches your ear. Farther away on
the lower plaza, a group of students use
loud speakers to blast their swinging,
swaying music to the crowd. Long or
short-haired youth, mini or long-clad
girls, all shapes and sizes, but seemingly
with one intent—to enjoy life as they
see and feel it.
But look! There are other students
on this far out campus whose "thing" is
God's Word and the reality of Jesus in
their lives.
See there on a bench under the pipa
tree are two Chinese girls! One has an

open Bible in her hand, telling the other
of her Friend and Saviour Jesus Christ.
Later I passed a tall, blond, bushyhaired youth. He was standing at the
campus cross-roads smiling as he gave
out tracts. The caption on the one he
gave me read, "God Loves You!"
"Do you believe this?" I asked
curiously.
Emphatically he replied: "Yes,
Ma'am! I wouldn't be handing out tracts
if I didn't believe God loves me."
Returning- home one evening, I
walked through Sproul Plaza. There on
the steps of the Student Union, a young
girl was sitting. Her hair was long and so
was her dress. On her lap was a guitar,
and in her hand the opened Bible. Two
bearded men, sprawled out beside her,
listened intently as she spoke to them of
Jesus.
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Church News Continued
MESSIAH COLLEGE

CULTURAL EVENTS CALENDAR
The Cultural Series for the first
semester of the new year has been
announced as follows:
On September 28 the AlphaOmega Players will present highlights
from John Osborne's award-winning
"Luther." The story about the man
who shook the religious and political
institutions of Western civilization is
told in terms of modern man's seeking for certainty amid pressing uncertainties.
On
October
26, Miss Joy
Simpson, gifted soloist from Philadelphia, will present a concert. She is
a member of an internationally
known singing family called the
"Singing
Simpsons" who have
traveled extensively singing sacred
music.
Under arrangements with Franklin
Concerts.of Philadelphia, "Evening
on Broadway" will be presented on
November 16, featuring the best in
popular music presented by talented
musicians.
All programs are presented in the
Alumni Auditorium. Tickets are
available at the door or in advance
from the College.
The Cultural Series was formerly
known as the Music-Lecture Series.
Mrs. Niesley Honored for Services
Mrs. Elsie Niesley was honored at a
tea on August 13 in recognition of more
than five years of service as College
dietitian. President D. Ray Hostetter
and Miss Anna Wolgemuth, representing
the administration and Mrs. Niesley's
staff respectively, spoke of her excellent
service and presented her with a gift in
appreciation.
Mrs. Niesley's reputation as a
dietitian is well known not only for her
service at the College, but by her having
planned and supervised many church
and community occasions as well.
Mrs. Niesley will be followed by Mr.
Deitrich J. Eberhardt, who assumed
duties as Food Services Manager on
August 16. Mr. Eberhardt served in a
similar role for twenty years at Nyack
Missionary College, Nyack, N.Y. The
Eberhardts with their three children will
live on the Grantham campus.

MISSIONS

Matopo Grant—Bread for the World,
an organization based in Germany, has
approved a $58,800 grant for electrification and an improved water supply for
Matopo Mission, Rhodesia. This will
involve construction of a new stone dam
and approximately 17 miles of high line.
There is a short-term opening for a
qualified electrician to assist in the
project, beginning in November.
1972 Draft Lottery-On August 5,
men born in 1952 received their random
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selection number. Anyone needing this
information may write to Christian
Service Ministries, Box 149, Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022. Following its recess,
Congress is expected to pass some type
of draft legislation^ At that time CSM
will issue a revised draft information
packet to all pastors, and to others who
request it.

ALLEGHENY CONFERENCE

The Clear Creek Church on July 1 1
had a note burning ceremony conducted
by Bishop Henry A. Ginder, thus clearing the parsonage of indebtedness.
There was also a service of dedication
for the new chancel furniture in the
church given in memory of those who
served the Clear Creek Church faithfully. Rev. Curtis Bryant is the pastor of
this church.
Rev. Irving Parker of Bloxom, Va.,
served as evangelist in a tent meeting
sponsored by the Granville Church from
July 5-16. His wife, Peggy and children
accompanied him and furnished the
special music each evening.
The Montgomery Church reports a
summer of activity and also a Vacation
Bible School, June 7-18, with an average
attendance of 157. Their project resulted in giving $192.53 for the Hostel
in Africa for missionary children.
Among the summer speakers in the
various church services were Rev. Earl
Brechbill, Rev. Leroy Eberly, missionary to Mexico, and Raymond Eberly
who gave the General Conference report. Rev. Paul Z. Hess is the pastor of
this church.

ATLANTIC CONFERENCE

The Free Grace Church held a baptismal service August 15 when eight
were baptized. Rev. Glenn Hostetter is
the pastor of this church.
Pastor Clair Shenk was installed July
18 as pastor of the Fruitville Church,
near Sarasota, Florida.
The Palmyra Church, had as their
evening guest speaker, August 8, Mr.
Ralph Hannaman who is the chief
engineer of WDAC, Lancaster, Pa., who
spoke on the theme: "Christian Radio,
End Time Missionary." Rev. J. Robert
Lehman is the pastor of this church.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE

Harry Nigh is serving with a committee which is launching a new interMennonite, Canadian publication.
A Sunday evening consecration
service was held by the Port Colborne
congregation on July 18 for deaconelect Al Kendrick. This is Brother
Kendrick's second term in this office.
Among the seven members received
into church membership by the Sherkston Congregation during the past
quarter are two international y o u t h one from Hong Kong and one from
India.

MIDWEST CONFERENCE

On August 12 the Nappanee Church
had a farewell service for the retiring
pastor, Rev. Earl Engle and family. A

carry-in supper was served at the
church. Appreciative remarks from
several aspects of a pastor's service were
made: Dr. Ed Meyer spoke from the
standpoint of the Church Board, Vera
Charles, a mother, spoke from the
family .view and Margaret Helmuth
spoke for the young people especially in
appreciation of Sister Esther Engle's
involvement as leader of the Bible Quiz
for three years. A chafing dish was
presented to them as a farewell gift. The
interim ministry of the congregation is
being carried on by the local ministers
in the congregation.
Three camps in one came to a fitting
conclusion at Memorial Holiness Camp,
West Milton, Ohio, Sunday, August 22,
1971. With good weather and excellent
speakers in the persons of Dr. Paul
Petticord, Bishop Charlie B. Byers, Mr.
Sam Dalton, Rev. P. J. Clifford, and
Rev. John Arthur Brubaker and others,
the program was well attended throughout. Finances were taken care of with
the starting of a new project to finance
the Camp next year. A fifty dollar club
of 100 to support operations has been
started with a good number already
responding.

BIRTHS

Cober: Brenda Marie, born June 29
to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Cober, Rosebank
congregation, Canada.
Eberly: Rodney, July 22, born to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Eberly, Montgomery congregation, Pa.
Foor: Linda Ann, born Feb. 28, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foor, Spring Hope
congregation, Pa.
Groff: Carolyn Renee, born Aug. 5
to Mr. and Mrs. John Groff, Lancaster
congregation, Pa.
Grove: Lori Ann, born July 12 to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grove, Air Hill
congregation, Pa.
Keller: Michele Nichole, born July
22 to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Keller, Jr.,
Paramount congregation, Md.
Martin: Juanita Kay, born Aug. 3 to
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Martin, Conoy
congregation, Pa.
Potteiger: Chad Eugene, born Aug. 3,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jae Potteiger, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.

WEDDINGS
A l b r e c h t - C o b e r : B e t t y Lucille,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Cober
and Harold Glenn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chris Albrecht, both of Petersburg, Ontario, June 26, in the Rosebank Church
with Rev. Wayne Schiedel officiating,
assisted by Gerald Tyrrell.
Colver-Miller: Barbara J., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miller, Annville, Pa.,
and William H. Colver, 3rd., son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Colver, Jr., Highspire,
Pa., July 10, at the Lebanon Valley
College Chapel. Officiating were the
Rev. David Climenhaga and Dr. James
Bemesderfer.
Evangelical

Visitor

Dick-Feirstine: Pamela A., daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Feirstine,
Tipp City, Ohio, and Darrel D., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dick, New Carlisle, Ohio, June 26, in the Phoneton
Church with Rev. Elam Dohner officiating.
Engle-Burkholder: Sharon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Asa Burkholder, Shippensburg, Pa., and Millard, son of Mrs.
Frances Engle and the late LaMar Engle,
Abilene, Kansas, August 7, in the Outdoor Amphitheatre of Messiah College
with Rev. Donald Shafer, brother-in-law
of the groom, officiating.
Gillum-Docterman: Debra, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Docterman, New
Carlisle, Ohio, and DeWard, son of Mr.
and Mrs. DeWard Gillum, Dayton, Ohio,
June 18, in the Phoneton parsonage
with Rev. Elam Dohner officiating.
Harrison-Steckley:
Carole Marie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Steckley,
Gormley, Ontario, and Clarence, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Harrison, Nassau,
Bahamas, Aug. 3, in Bridlewood Church
with Rev. Jesse Steckley, uncle of the
bride officiating.
Heise-Cassel: Martha Jean, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cassel, Preston, Ontario, and Kenneth Barry, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Heise, Gormley,
Ontario, August 7, in Rosebank Church,
with Rev. Wayne Schiedel officiating,
assisted by Leonard Chester.
McFadden-Steckley: Reatha Lillian,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Levi Steckley,
Gormley, Ontario, and John McFadden,
son of Mrs. J. McFadden, Toronto, Feb.
19, in the bride's home. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. Jesse Steckley,
uncle of the bride.
Mitchell-Garner: Laurie Gay, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Garner, Agincourt, Ontario, and Bill Mitchell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mitchell, Agincourt,
July 3 1, in the Bridlewood Church with
Rev. Kenneth Engle officiating.
Oberholser-Burkholder: Goldie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Burkholder, Fayetteville, Pa., and Konrad,
son of Mr. C. L. Oberholser, and the late
Miriam Oberholser, Chambersburg, Pa.,
June 26, in the New Guilford Church
with Rev. Herbert Hoover officiating,
assisted by Rev. Marlin Ressler.
Plummer-Duitman: Kathleen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Duitman,
Schellsburg, Pa., and Thomas F., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry O. Plummer,
Everett, Pa., August 16, at Spring Hope
with Rev. N. Blain Kauffman officiating.
Rice-Knepper: Doreen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Knepper and Fred,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rice, both of
Chambersburg, Pa., July 24, in the New
Guilford Church with Rev. Marlin
Ressler officiating.
Root-Fulk: Carol Ann, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Fulk, and Ralph,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Root, both
September 10, 1971

of Lebanon, Pa., July 24, in the Fairland Church with Rev. David Climenhaga officiating.
Sheffer-Hoffman: Susan Ann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Olin Hoffman,
Massillon, Ohio, and Eldon John, son of
Rev. and Mrs. George C. Sheffer, Stayner, Ontario, Canada, Aug. 7, in the
Goss Memorial Church, Akron, Ohio,
with Rev. Geo. C. Sheffer, father of the
groom officiating, assisted by Rev.
William
Bennett, pastor of Goss
Memorial Church.
Tracey-Lengle: Rose Ellen, daughter
of Mrs. Clive Dill and Roy Lengle, Jr.,
Lebanon, Pa., and William, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Tracey, Newmanstown,
Pa., July 10, in the Fairland Church
with Rev. David Climenhaga officiating.

OBITUARIES
Ashway: Susan Ashway was born
June 8, 1908 and passed away June 18,
1971 at Chambersburg, Pa. She is survived by her husband, James, and five
children: Vernon, Josephine, Mrs.
Kathryn Small, Lloyd and Phyllis; also
six grandchildren. Funeral services were
held from the New Guilford Church
with Rev. Theodore Gaylor officiating
assisted by Rev. Marlin Ressler. Interment in the New Guilford Cemetery.
Bossert: Frederick James Bossert,
son of the late Adam and Emily Bossert,
Fenwick, Ontario, was born Aug. 14,
1893, and passed away Aug. 13, 1971.
He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth;
two sons, John and Donald; two daughters, Mrs. Andrew McNiven and Mrs.
Howard Traver; nine grandchildren; a
sister; and a brother. Funeral services
were conducted in the Boyle Church, of
which he was a member, by his pastor,
Edward Gilmore, assisted by Rev.
William Charlton. Interment in the
Maple Lawn Cemetery.

Cronk: J. D. Cronk was born'Sept.
27, 1930, at Cookville, Tenn. He met
death instantly in a tragic accident in
Dayton, Ohio, Aug. 10, 1971. He was
married to Rebecca Osborn Holbrook
eleven years ago. He is survived by his
wife and a son, Keith, of Medway, Ohio;
one step-daughter; his father; two
sisters; three brothers; and three stepgranddaughters. A memorial service was
held in the Trostel-Chapman Funeral
Home, New Carlisle, Ohio, with burial
in Forest Hills Cemetery, Ginghamsburg,
Ohio.
Rev.
Elam
Dohner
officiated.
Fahnestock: Edward F. Fahnestock
passed away Aug. 18, 1971, at the age
of 61 years. He was a member of
Shenk's Church. Besides his wife,
Fannie, he is survived by five sons, 16
grandchildren, one great-grandchild, and
one sister. Funeral services were held
from Shenk's Church with Rev. Arthur
H. Brubaker officiating. Interment was
in the Conoy Cemetery.
Hennen: Herbert Lee Hennen was
born in Cuba, New York, March 8,
1896, and passed away June 16, 1971,
in Phoneton, Ohio. His wife, Charlotte;
three sisters; and nieces and nephews
survive. Rev. Elam Dohner officiated at
the funeral service conducted from the
Fring's and Bailiff Home. Burial was in
Cuba, New York.
Knight: Samuel G. Knight, Akron,
Ohio, was born July 26, 1911, and
passed away August 1, 1971. He was
married to Edna Fausnight who predeceased him, March 6, 1968. He is
survived by five daughters: Glenna, Mrs.
Gaylerd Miller, Mrs. William Overholt,
Mrs. Calvin Miller, Martha; six grandchildren; three brothers; and two sisters.
Funeral services were conducted from
the Britton Funeral Home with Rev.
Paul Book officiating. Interment was in
the Walnut Grove Cemetery, Hartville,
Ohio.

Brechbill: Catherine Brechbill was
born Jan. 1, 1884, and passed away
April 11, 1971, at Chambersburg, Pa.
She was the daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Henry Brechbill. Funeral services were
held at the New Guilford Church with
Rev. Marlin Ressler officiating, assisted
by Rev. Charles Rife. Interment in the
New Guilford Cemetery.

Ritchey: Dale Ritchey, son of the
late Floyd and Ethel Ritchey, Breezewood, Pa., was born June 17, 1923, and
passed away at his mother's home
August 17, 1971. Funeral was from the
Clear Creek Church with Rev. Curtis
Bryant officiating. Burial in Everett, Pa.,
Cemetery.

Climenhaga: S. Priscilla Bert Climenhaga was born at Detroit, Kan., July 24,
1887, and passed to her eternal reward
on her 84th birthday. She was married
to Laban Climenhaga of Stevensville,
Ontario, in 1910. They moved to a
Kindersley, Sask., homestead in 1911.
She is survived by her husband, Laban;
seven daughters and three sons: Ethel,
Earl, Florence, Velma, Helen, Dorcas,
Samuel, Ernest, Viola and Lois. She was
predeceased by a daughter, Ruth, in
1950. Funeral service was conducted at
Kindersley with Rev. John Garman
officiating, assisted by Rev. Arthur
Heise. Interment was in the Clearview
Cemetery.

Stubbs: L. Waldo Stubbs, age 63,
died July 30, 1971. He was a native of
Middletown, Ohio, and a member of the
Dayton Church.- He is survived by his
wife, Marlys, and a daughter, Cindy.
Funeral services were conducted by his
pastor, Rev. Marvin Keller, with burial
in the Willowview Cemetery.

Shaffer: Lavina V. Shaffer was born
April 10, 1886, and passed away June
16, 1971, at the Messiah Home. She is
survived by two daughters; Mary Yingst
and Dorothy; one son, Glenn; and two
granddaughters. Funeral services were
held at the Mickle Funeral Home with
Rev. Blain Kauffman officiating. Interment in the Fishertown Cemetery.
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The Contemporary Scene
Pentecostal Movement Seen
Answer to "Drab" Rationalism
A prominent United Church of Christ minister says he
believes the Pentecostal movement may help U.S. churches
fight rationalism which he says is killing Protestantism in
Europe.
Dr. Harold King, minister of the suburban Wayzata
Community Church, Minneapolis, expressed the view after
returning f r o m a seven-week tour of Europe.
According to Dr. King, church services in Europe are
about as "drab and unappealing to the eyes" as many of the
church buildings themselves.
"They've fallen into the trap of assuming that the
rational faculties of the human personality are the most
important facet," he said.
He thinks that emphasis on the Holy Spirit can bring
"spontaneity and freshness" into what has been overly
"scholarly or intellectual."
Opponents of Aid to Parochial
Schools Take Issue with Nixon
President Nixon's declaration that he favored aid to
private and parochial education drew quick responses from
both religious and secular opponents of the practice.
Leo Pfeffer, an attorney for the American Jewish
Congress, said that the President's promise was clearly " i n
violation of a decision of the U.S. Supreme C o u r t . "
Mr. Pfeffer was an attorney in cases which resulted in
the recent Supreme Court decisions which struck d o w n aid
to parochial schools in Pennsylvania and Rhode Island.
" I t strikes me as remarkable that Nixon w i l l not allow
federal money to be used t o bus children for the purpose of
integration, as required by the Supreme Court, but is
seeking a way to use federal money to aid parochial schools
in violation of a decision of the Supreme C o u r t , " the
attorney stated.
Orthodox Rabbi Commends
President's Aid Stand
,
The President of the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America has commended President Nixon's
statement favoring state aid to parochial schools.
In a letter to the President, Rabbi Joseph Karasick said
"legal ways must be found to let the parents determine in

which school the c i t y , the.state, and the federal government
should support his child's education, not limiting his choice
t o the public school."
Rabbi Karasick termed the recent Supreme Court ruling
barring aid to parochial schools "a severe threat to their
continued existence." He asked the President to help
establish "a system of equal support for all parents for the
education of their children in a manner safeguarding the
government against any excessive entanglement w i t h religion."
Century Launches New Series with
Liberal, Evangelical "Hearing"
Protestants of a "liberal ecumenical disposition" can
adopt the " p i e t y and devotion of evangelicalism" w i t h o u t
becoming fundamentalist or " r i g h t i s t , " according to a
leading ecumenist.
A n d evangelical Protestants may be more interested in
Christian unity and interchurch cooperation than the
liberals give them credit for, says a conservative spokesman.
Yet, having made friendly nods to each other, there are
few points of agreement in paired articles by Dr. J. Robert
Nelson—the "liberal"—and Dr. Russell Hitt—the "conservative"—in the August 18 issue o f the Christian Century.
The differences in orientation of the t w o churchmen
dramatize the reason the ecumenical weekly has launched a
new series called " T h e Price of Reconciliation."
Alliance Formed to Preserve Ulster
As British Province
A breakaway group of Protestant members of the
Northern Ireland Parliament (Stormont) has announced it
was forming a new alliance dedicated to preserving Ulster as
a British province.
The group, made up of an undisclosed number of
members of the ruling Unionist Party and former party
members, maintains that the people of Northern Ireland,
torn apart by fighting between the Protestant majority and
the Catholic m i n o r i t y , have lost confidence in the government of Prime Minister Brian Faulkner.
The new alliance includes former Home Affairs Minister
William Craig and the Rev. Ian Paisley, the staunch
anti-Catholic fundamentalist preacher.
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